Misconstrued

Definition of misconstrue. misconstrued; misconstruing. transitive verb. 1: to interpret
(something, such as a statement or action) wrongly: misinterpret. misconstrued her
words/meaning/silence. to form a false understanding of the meaning or intention of
something that someone does or says: She said Harris had misconstrued her comments. Their
caution was misconstrued as cowardice.
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Misconstrue definition, to misunderstand the meaning of; take in a wrong sense; misinterpret.
See more. Synonyms for misconstrue at wikonews.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for misconstrue. The verb misconstrue originates
from the words mis-, meaning "wrong," and construe, meaning "construction." Combined they
mean "to put a wrong construction on" — in other words, something is given the wrong
interpretation. You may misconstrue your brother's intentions when he takes your bike without
asking. Misconstrue definition: If you misconstrue something that has been said or something
that happens, you interpret Meaning, pronunciation, translations and. Definition of
misconstrue - interpret (a person's words or actions) wrongly. misconstrue (third-person
singular simple present misconstrues, present participle misconstruing, simple past and past
participle misconstrued). (transitive ) To. Define misconstrued. misconstrued synonyms,
misconstrued pronunciation, misconstrued translation, English dictionary definition of
misconstrued. tr.v. misconstrue• I wouldn't want it to be misconstrued.• Perversely, the sight
set me to wondering if I had written anything that could be misconstrued.• The inherited.
Misconstrued is defined as to have misinterpreted or misunderstood. An example of
misconstrued is when someone made a helpful suggestion and you.
To misconstrue is to interpret something in the wrong way or to understand someone's actions
or intentions differently than intended. When your cute neighbor is. Define misconstrue (verb)
and get synonyms. What is misconstrue (verb)? misconstrue (verb) meaning, pronunciation
and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Definition of misconstrue verb in Oxford Advanced
Learner's Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage
notes, synonyms. Conjugate the English verb misconstrue: indicative, past tense, participle,
present perfect, gerund, conjugation models and irregular verbs. Meaning: "to put a wrong
construction on" (words or deeds), from mis- (1) + construe. Related: Misconstrued;
misconstruing. See more definitions.
mis•con•strue /?m?sk?n?stru/USA pronunciation v. [~ + object], -strued, -stru•ing . to
misunderstand the meaning of; misinterpret:I don't want my words to be. misconstrued in
Hebrew - Translation of misconstrued to Hebrew from Morfix dictionary, the leading online
English Hebrew translation site, with audio. Definition of misconstrue written for English
Language Learners from the Merriam -Webster Learner's Dictionary with audio
pronunciations, usage examples, and. to misunderstand means to fail to understand something
correctly. to misconstrue means to misinterpret, i.e. to understand something wrongly. The
difference is.
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